
 Porodo Android 13 Carplay Box
 64+4GB-128GB

SKU:  PD-ACRPLY
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Before using the product, please carefully read this User Manual to guarantee
correct usage and keep it securely for future reference.

This product is compatible exclusively with vehicles that have factory-installed
wired CarPlay. For details on verifying whether your car is equipped with Apple
CarPlay, please contact us.

Attention:
Not every car model with factory-integrated CarPlay is compatible with this 
adapter. Should you encounter any issues while using this product, we encourage 
you to reach out to us for assistance. 

Initial Remarks

1 . Determining if Your Car Has a Wired CarPlay System

1.1  Look for a CarPlay icon within your car’s audio system interface.
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This CarPlay AI box is compatible solely with vehicles from the year 2016 onwards
that come with the original wired CarPlay installed. We recommend confirming 
whether your car supports the original wired CarPlay before making a purchase. 
To verify if your vehicle is equipped with the original CarPlay, please use one of
the following methods

1.2 Connect your iPhone to the car’s USB port using the original factory cable.
If the "Use CarPlay" notification appears on your iPhone, this indicates that your
vehicle is equipped with CarPlay functionality.



Android 11
Qualcomm SDM6125 (4*A2.0 73G + 4*A1.8 53G)

4 GB RAM + 64 GB ROM
MicroSD Card (Up to 128 GB)
2G/ 3G/ 4G LTE
802.11 a/b/g/n/ac
2.4GHz + 5GHz

GPS/ GLONASS/ Beidou

OS
CPU

Expandable Memory

WIFI
BT
GNSS

Memory

SIM Card Network

Packing Contents

Specification

Schematic View of Device

1.3 You may seek confirmation from your car dealer.
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1 . One CarPlay Main Unit
2. One USB Cable (Type-C to Type-A)
3. One Type-C to USB Conversion Adapter

4. One Type-C to Type-C Cable
5. One Two-way Cable
6. One User Manual

Note:
Ensure that the power is switched off before inserting the SIM card. For instructions 
on card insertion, please see the schematic view of the device. Note that the 
standard SIM card and Micro SD card are not included with the purchase.

USB Type-C portSIM card slot

Mini HDMI output terminal TF card slot



Reminder: 
This system is compatible exclusively with car models that have factory
-installed wired CarPlay

Connection Method

Android Mirror:
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Connect the vehicle's USB port to the CarPlay USB port using the USB cable.
The indicator light will activate and remain turned ON (the process takes 
about 20 seconds).

If this is your first time connecting, it may be necessary to restart the engine 
to properly adjust the resolution settings of the vehicle's system.

1  . Download “carbitlink” on mobile phone.

2 . Turn on the mobile hotspot, sharing wifi to your car and connect. 

3 . Click “carbitlink” on the car screen and click “carbitlink” on the phone. 
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4 . Device pairing (“Carbitlink”) will automatically pop up on the phone. 
Select Yes to complete the connection and select Mirror to complete the 
screen casting.

IOS Mirror:
1  . Turn on the mobile hotspot, sharing wifi to your car and connect.

2 . Click the “carbitlink” on the car screen, open screen mirror on your iPhone,
find and pair Carbit , and complete the screen mirroring.



Car navigation

USB cable HDMI Cable
AIBox

Rear seat monitor

Settings

Setting Up the SIM Card Network

FAQ

 Using the Mini HDMI Output Terminal
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Normally, there's no need to modify the data network settings. If you're 
experiencing network signal issues and cannot use mobile data for internet
browsing, navigate to Settings > Network & Internet > Mobile Network > 
Advanced > Access Point Names. Select an alternative APN or create a new
one that corresponds to your cell phone's network operator.

Preview

Enable the HDMI feature in the settings. Turn 
ON the device and wait for 20 seconds, then
connect the HDMI cable to mirror the screen
onto an external display.

1 . If the device does not connect to the vehicle even when the engine is on, 
disconnect the cable from the device and reset the connection.

2. If you cannot connect Wireless CarPlay with your phone, ensure that
Bluetooth is active on your smartphone. If the issue persists, forget the 
Bluetooth connection on your phone and attempt to reconnect. Be aware
that if multiple devices are paired, Bluetooth may not be recognized.
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3. If the SD card is not recognized, reinsert or format the SD card; if the SD 
card is damaged, replace it with a new one.

4. If the device is not connecting, remove the connection record on the vehicle
side and attempt to reconnect.

5. Should you encounter issues such as the distorted screen or frequent
blackouts, please contact us for guidance or seek professional assisstance.

6. Regarding Wi-Fi settings: The AIBox is not a standalone device and does 
not provide network support on its own. You must connect it to your 
smartphone's Hotspot or car's Wi-Fi before use. To connect the phone to car 
using hotspot proceed by navigating to 'Settings' > 'Internet Sharing' on your
phone. Enable 'Allow others to connect.' Then, set your WLAN password.
This will be used to connect to “AI BOX”.

Carplay AIBox Connection to Wi-Fi: From the system screen, access 'Settings',
select 'Network and Internet', then activate Wi-Fi in 'Network and Internet'.
Choose the Hotspot or wireless network you have prepared and input the
password to establish a connection.

7. Dual Screen Display Instructions (Using YouTube and Google Maps as 
examples): Begin by opening YouTube, click on the home screen, and when
the floating icon     ] appears, click on it and choose the split-screen
icon. Subsequently, open Google Maps to divide YouTube and Google Maps into 
two distinct views, left and right.
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Products that you buy directly from our Porodo website or shop come with a 
24-month warranty. 
When you buy Porodo products from any of our approved sellers, you only get a 
12-month warranty. If you want to extend this warranty, go to our website at
https://porodo.net/warranty and fill out the form with your information. 
Don't forget to upload a picture of the product too. After we've checked and
accepted your request, we'll send you an email to confirm that your product's
warranty has been extended. 
 
For more info, please check:
porodo.net/warranty

Warranty 

If you have any questions about this Privacy Policy, please contact us at:
info@porodo.net
Website: porodo.net
Service Support: support@porodo.net
Instagram: porodo
�

Contact Us


